
Test Series: October, 2015 

MOCK TEST PAPER – 2 

FINAL COURSE: GROUP – II 

PAPER – 5: ADVANCED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING 
Question No. 1 is compulsory 

Answer any five questions from the remaining six questions 

Time Allowed – 3 Hours Maximum Marks – 100 

1. (a) DLF Ltd. uses a standard absorption costing system. The following details have 
been extracted from its budget for year 2014-15.  

  Fixed Overhead Cost  Rs.3,60,000  
  Production 18,000 units  
  In 2014-15 the Fixed Overhead Cost was over-absorbed by Rs.1,600 and the Fixed 

Overhead Expenditure Variance was Rs.10,000(F).  
  Required: 
  What was the actual number of units produced in 2014-15?     (5 Marks) 

(b) Following information are extracted from monthly budgets of APEX Ltd.  
 Feb.  Mar. 

Beginning WIP Inventory 36,000 ??? 
Beginning Finished Goods Inventory  44,000 ??? 
Variable Cost of Goods Sold 1,23,000 ??? 
Direct Material Usage 50,000 56,000 
Direct Labour 53,100 69,000 
Variable Overhead 25,000 29,000 
Variable Cost of Goods Manufactured 1,09,000 1,14,800 
Ending WIP Inventory ??? ??? 
Ending Finished Goods Inventory ??? 45,000 

  Required: 

  Find out missing figures.    (5 Marks) 
(c) XYZ Ltd. is engaged in business of manufacturing branded readymade garments. It 

has a single manufacturing facility at Gurgaon. Raw material is supplied by various 
suppliers.  
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 Majority of its revenue comes from export to Euro Zone and US. To strengthen its 
position further in the Global Market, it is planning to enhance quality and provide 
assurance through long term warranty. 

 For the coming years company has set objective to reduce the quality costs in each 
of the primary activities in its value chain.  

 Required: 
 State the primary activities as per Porter’s Value Chain Analysis in the value chain 

of XYZ Ltd with brief description.   (5 Marks) 
(d) State the VALIDITY of following statements along with the reasons: 

(i) Two activities have common predecessor and successor activities. So, they can 
have common initial and final nodes. 

(ii) In respect of any activity whether real or dummy, the terminal node should bear a 
number higher than the initial node number.  

(iii) The difference between the latest event time and the earliest event time is termed 
as free float.  

(iv) For every critical activity in a network, the earliest start and the earliest finish time 
as well as the latest finish time and the latest start time are the same. 

(v) The optimal duration of a project is the minimum time in which it can be completed. 
 (5 Marks) 

2. (a) A Company has two production departments KTS and KTW. Standards for the 
forthcoming year is as follows:  

Particulars Department  
KTS 

Department 
 KTW 

Direct Labour Hours available per period  12,000 8,000 
Standard Wage Rate per hour Rs.3 Rs.2.5 
Expected Learning Curve 80% 70% 
Standard Variable Overheads per hour Rs.10 Rs. 6 
Standard Fixed Overheads per hour Rs.11 Rs.7 
Direct Labour Hours required for first 100 units 36 per unit 18 per unit 

The direct materials are introduced in Department KTS. The company has following 
quote for purchase of direct material: 

Level of Outputs (Units) Price of Direct Material per unit of output 
100 Rs.36.00 
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200 Rs.32.40 

Overtime, if required is paid at the time and half. The overhead rates as given above 
do not include overtime premium. 
It is the policy of the company to add profit margin as under in quoting the prices: 

Department Percentage 
KTS 

10% of Labour & 15% Overhead Cost 
KTW 

The company has received a special order. Special tooling costs of the order 
amount to Rs.5,500. If this order is for 200 units or less, it will be executed in the 
period which has a workload of 7,680 direct labour hours in Department KTS and 
4,200 direct labour hours in Department KTW.  
Required: 
If the company decides to get the work executed entirely within the company, what 
price, on cost-plus basis, should be quoted for the order, if it consists of 100 Units, 
200 units.          (10 Marks) 

(b) Find the dual problem for the following: 
 Minimize 
   Z = 3x1 − 4x2 + 5x3 

 Subject to the constraints 
   4x1 + 3x2 + 5x3  ≥  10 
   3x1 + 4x2 + 3x3  ≥  6 
   8x1 − 3x2 − 5x3  ≤  11 
   7x1 − 4x2 + 5x3  ≥  5 
   3x1 + 6x2 − 4x3  =  4 
   x1, x2, x3  ≥   0     (6 Marks) 

3. (a) Wild Ltd. (WL) manufactures and sells one product called “WWL”. Managing 
Director is not happy with its current purchasing and production system.  There has 
been considerable discussion at the corporate level as to use of ‘Just in Time’ 
system for “WWL”. As per the opinion of m anaging director of WL - “Just-in-time 
system is a pull system, which responds to demand, in contrast to a push system, in 
which stocks act as buffers between the different elements of the system such as 
purchasing, production and sales. By using Just in Time system, it is possible to 
reduce carrying cost as well as other overheads”. 
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 WL is dependent on contractual labour which has efficiency of 95 %, for its 
production. The labour has to be paid for minimum of 4,000 hours per month to 
which they produce 3,800 standard hours. 

 For availing services of labour above 4,000 hours in a month, WL has to pay 
overtime rate which is 45% premium to the normal hourly rate of Rs.110 per hour. 
For avoiding this overtime payment, WL in its current production and purchase plan 
utilizes full available normal working hours so that the higher inventory levels in the 
month of lower demand would be able to meet sales of month with higher demand 
level. WL has determined that the cost of holding inventory is Rs.70 per month for 
each standard hour of output that is held in inventory. 

 WL has forecast the demand for its products for the first six months of year 2015 as 
follows: 

Month 
 

Demand 
(Standard Hrs) 

Jan’15 3,150 
Feb’15 3,760 
Mar’15 4,060 
Apr’15 3,350 
May’15 3,650 
Jun’15 4,830 

Following other information is given: 
(a) All other production costs are either fixed or are not driven by labour hours 

worked. 
(b) Production and sales occur evenly during each month and at present there is 

no stock at the end of Dec’14.  
(c) The labour are to be paid for their minimum contracted hours in each month 

irrespective of any purchase and production system. 
Required: 
As a chief accountant you are requested to comment on managing director’s view. 

(10 Marks) 
(b) TT Ltd. (TTL), located in Patparganj Industrial Estate, manufactures high quality 

industrial products. KIA Industries have asked TTL for a special job that must be 
completed within one week. 

 Raw material Tr1 (highly toxic) will be needed to complete the KIA Industries’ special 
job. TTL purchased the Tr1 two weeks ago for Rs.7,500 for a job ‘X’ that recently 
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was completed. The Tr1 currently in stock is the excess from that job and TTL had 
been planning to dispose of it. TTL estimates that it would cost them Rs.1,250 to 
dispose of the Tr1. Current replacement cost of Tr1 is Rs.6,000. 

 Special job will require 250 hours of labour Tg1 and 100 hours of labour Tg2. TTL 
pays their Tg1 and Tg2 employees Rs.630 and Rs.336 respectively for 42 hours of 
work per week. TTL anticipates having excess capacity of 150 [Tg1] and 200 [Tg2] 
labour hours in the coming week. TTL can also hire additional Tg1 and Tg2 labour on 
an hourly basis; these part-time employees are paid an hourly wage based on the 
wages paid to current employees.  
 Required: 

 Suppose that material and labour comprise TTL only costs for completing the 
special job. What is the minimum price that TTL should bid on this job? 

(6 Marks) 
4. (a) Wood Craft Ltd. manufactures weighing machines of standard size and sells its 

products to two industrial customers namely WX Ltd. and WY Ltd. and to a dealer 
XY Bros. having shops in different cities. The maximum retail price per unit of 
weighing machine is Rs. 11,000 and per unit average cost of production is Rs. 5,500 
(40% is general fixed overhead cost). 

 The Finance Officer has been asked to undertake a customer profitability analysis 
and calculate and compare the profit margin per customer (before deducting general 
fixed overhead) to know about the real customer profitability. 

 Following are the additional overhead information: 

Delivery costs Rs. 200 per kilometer 
Emergency delivery cost (in addition to delivery cost) Rs. 21,000 per delivery 
Order processing cost Rs. 6,000 per order 
Specific discount and sales commission As per negotiation 
Product Advertisement cost Actual cost 

 The following data are available for each customer: 
Particulars WX Ltd. WY Ltd. XY Bros. 
Sales (in units) 2,000 1,000 800 
Total delivery kilometer travelled  1,000 800 900 
No. of emergency delivery 2 1 0 
No. of orders processed 4 2 8 
Specific Discount  
(percentage of sales revenue) 

25% 20% 15% 
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Sales Commission  
(percentage of sales revenue) 

15% 10% 5% 

Advertisement Costs (Rs.) 8,75,000 6,15,000 4,30,000 

 Required: 
 Analyse the profitability for each customer, which customer is the most profitable.      

(8 Marks) 
(b) STAR VOYAGE, an international tourist company deals with numerous personal 

callers each day and prides itself on its level of service. The time to deal with each 
caller depends on the client's requirements which range from, say, a request for a 
brochure to booking a round-the-world cruise. If a client has to wait for more than 10 
minutes for attention, it is company's policy for the manager to see him personally 
and to give him a holiday voucher worth Rs.15. 

 The company's observations have shown that the time taken to deal with clients and 
the arrival pattern of their calls follow the following distribution pattern: 

Time to deal 
with clients  

Minutes 2 4 6 10 14 20 30 
Prob. 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.30 0.25 0.10 0.05 

 
Time between  
call arrivals 

Minutes 1 8 15 25 
Prob. 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 

 Required: 

(i) Describe how you would simulate the operation of the travel agency based on 
the use of random number tables;  

(ii) Simulate the arrival and serving of 12 clients and show the number of clients 
who receive a voucher (use line 1 of the random numbers below to derive the 
arrival pattern and line 2 for serving times); and  

(iii) Calculate the weekly cost of v ouchers; assuming the proportion of c lients 
receiving vouchers derived from (ii) applies throughout a week of 75 operating 
hours. 

Random Numbers 

Line 1 03 47 43 73 86 36 96 47 36 61 46 98 
Line 2 63 71 62 33 26 16 80 45 60 11 14 10 

(8 Marks) 
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5. (a) SG Ltd. has two divisions Division X and Division Y. Division X produces product A, 
which it sells to external market and also to Division Y. Divisions in the SG Ltd. are 
treated as profit centres and divisions are given autonomy to set transfer prices and 
to choose their supplier. Performance of each division measured on the basis of 
target profit given for each period. 

 Division X can produce 1,00,000 units of p roduct A at full capacity. Demand for 
product A in the external market is for 70,000 units only at selling price of Rs.2,500 
per unit. To produce product A Division X incurs Rs.1,600 as variable cost per unit 
and total fixed overhead of Rs.4,00,00,000. Division X has employed 
Rs.12,00,00,000 as working capital, working capital is financed by cash credit 
facility provided by its lender bank @ 11.50% p.a. Division X has been given a profit 
target of Rs.2,50,00,000 for the year. 

 Division Y has found two other suppliers M Ltd and N Ltd. who are agreed to supply 
product A. 

 Division Y has requested a quotation for 40,000 units of product A from Division X. 
 Required: 

(i) Calculate the transfer price per unit of product A that Division X should quote in 
order to meet target profit for the year. 

(ii) Calculate the two prices Division X would have to quote to Division Y, if it 
became SG Ltd. policy to quote transfer prices based on opportunity costs. 

 (6 Marks) 
(b) SBC Partners a leading CA firm has three managers. Each manager can work up to 

176 hours during the next month, during which time three assignments must be 
completed. Transfer Pricing Assignment will take 143 hours, Corporate Valuation 
will take 154 hours, and Statutory Audit will take 176 hours. The amount per hour 
that can be billed for assigning each manager to each assignment is given below: 

 
Manager 

Assignment 
Transfer Pricing 

(Rs.) 
Corporate Valuation 

(Rs.) 
Statutory Audit 

(Rs.) 

S 1,800 2,250 2,850 
D 2,100 1,950 1,800 
K 2,400 2,100 2,250 

 Required: 

 Formulate this as a transportation problem and find the optimal solution. Also find 
out the maximum total billings during the next month.  

 Note: A manager may be involved in more than one assignment.    (10 Marks) 
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6. (a) M. India Ltd. (MIL) is an automobile manufacturer in India and a subsidiary of 
Japanese automobile and motorcycle manufacturer Leon. It manufactures and sells 
a complete range of cars from the entry level to the hatchback to sedans and has a 
present market share of 22% of the Indian passenger car markets. MIL uses a 
system of standard costing to set its budgets. Budgets are set semi-annually by the 
Finance department after the approval of the Board of Directors at MIL. The Finance 
department prepares variance reports each month for review in the Board of 
Directors meeting, where actual performance is compared with the budgeted 
figures. Mr. Suzuki, group CEO of the Leon is of th e opinion that Kaizen costing 
method should be implemented as a system of planning and control in the MIL. 

 Required: 
 Recommend key changes vital to MIL’s planning and control system to support the 

adoption of Kaizen Costing Concepts.     (6 Marks) 
(b) Following is the standard cost card of a component: 

Materials 2 Units at Rs.15 Rs.30 
Labour 3 Hours at Rs.20 Rs.60 
Total overheads 3 Hours at Rs.10 Rs.30 

 During a p articular month 10,000 units of the component were produced and the 
same was found to be at 60% capacity of the budget. In preparing the variance 
report for the month, the cost accountant gathered the following information: 

Labour Rs.6,50,000 
Variable overheads Rs.2,00,000 
Fixed overheads Rs.3,00,000 
Material price variance Rs.70,000 (A) 
Material cost variance Rs.50,000 (A) 
Labour rate variance Rs.50,000 (F) 
Fixed overhead expenditure variance Rs.50,000 (A) 

Required:  
(i) Actual material cost incurred 
(ii) Standard cost of materials actually consumed 
(iii) Labour efficiency variance 
(iv) Variable OH efficiency variance 
(v) Variance OH expenditure variance 
(vi) Fixed OH efficiency variance  
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(vii) Fixed OH capacity variance  
(viii) Fixed OH volume variance     (10 Marks) 

7. Answer any 4 out of the following 5 questions: 
(a) “Cost is not the only criterion for deciding in favour of shut down” – Briefly explain.  

         (4 Marks) 
(b) Identify the TYPE OF COST along with the reasons. 

(i) A Company had paid Rs.5,00,000 a M arketing Research company to find 
expected demand of the newly developed product of the company.  

(ii) A company has invested Rs.25 lacs in a project. Company could have earned 
Rs.2 lacs by investing the amount in Government securities. 

(iii) A Oil Refining Co. has paid a salary of Rs.20,00,000 to the chairman for a 
particular year. The Company has sold 25 MT of Oil in that particular year. 

(iv) Accountant of a c loth factory paid Rs.25,000 for water that has been used for 
washing clothes before they go for final drying process.                       (4 Marks) 

 (c) (i) Briefly explain-“All activities of a firm are not subject to learning effect” (2 Marks) 
(ii) Two companies, Beta and Gama, have the same values for turnover and net 

profit and make a s imilar product. Beta has a h igher P/V ratio than Gama. 
Which company will perform better when: (i) the market demand is high? (ii) 
the market demand is low? (2 Marks) 

(d) P Limited is engaged in manufacturing activities. It has received a request from one 
of its important customers to supply a product which will require conversion of 
material ‘LN’, which is a non-moving item. 

 The following details are available:  
 Book value of material ‘LN’     Rs. 15 
 Realisable value of material ‘LN’    Rs. 20 
 Replacement cost of material ‘LN’    Rs. 25 
 It is estimated that conversion of one unit of ‘LN’ into one unit of the finished product 

will require one labour hour. At present, labour is paid at the rate of Rs. 5 per hour. 
Other costs are as follows: 

 Out-of-pocket expenses   Rs.7.50 per unit 
 Allocated overheads   Rs.2.50 per unit 
 The labour will be r e-deployed from other activities. It is estimated that the 

temporary redeployment will not result in loss of contribution. The employees to be 
re-deployed are permanent employees of the company. 
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Required: 
Estimate the minimum price to be charged from the customer so that the company 
is not worse off by executing the order.  (4 Marks) 

(e) Explain following statement- 
 “Assignment problem is special case of transportation problem; it can also be solved 

by transportation methods”       (4 Marks) 
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